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Conflict for Space

2016-12-14

this book argues that affinity for land and space constitutes the foundation of human agency and underlies all social activity
of human beings from a personal level to national and regional levels the author argues that human society is divided into
two identity groups a conservative and a liberal identity

How to Design and Evaluate Research in Education

2011

the rapid advancements in artificial intelligence ai specifically in natural language processing nlp and generative ai pose a
challenge for academic scholars staying current with the latest techniques and applications in these fields is difficult due to
their dynamic nature while the lack of comprehensive resources hinders scholars ability to effectively utilize these
technologies advanced applications of generative ai and natural language processing models offers an effective solution to
address these challenges this comprehensive book delves into cutting edge developments in nlp and generative ai it
provides insights into the functioning of these technologies their benefits and associated challenges targeting students
researchers and professionals in ai nlp and computer science this book serves as a vital reference for deepening knowledge
of advanced nlp techniques and staying updated on the latest advancements in generative ai by providing real world
examples and practical applications scholars can apply their learnings to solve complex problems across various domains
embracing advanced applications of generative ai and natural language processing modelsequips academic scholars with
the necessary knowledge and insights to explore innovative applications and unleash the full potential of generative ai
and nlp models for effective problem solving

Advanced Applications of Generative AI and Natural Language Processing
Models

2023-12-21

in the schools of today english learners are the fastest growing segment of the student population as such it is increasingly
imperative to educate these students properly while still practicing inclusion for overall student success the handbook of
research on pedagogies and cultural considerations for young english language learners is an authoritative research
publication on research based theoretical frameworks and best practices for teaching young english language learners
featuring exhaustive coverage on a variety of topics and perspectives such as co teaching inclusion and social awareness
this publication is ideally designed for academicians researchers and students seeking current research on the examination
of how diverse backgrounds cultures and experiences contribute to curriculum and pedagogy for bilingual young learners

Handbook of Research on Pedagogies and Cultural Considerations for Young
English Language Learners

2017-10-31

how do you perceive your cultural identity all of us are shaped by the cultures we interact with and the cultural
backgrounds and ethnicities that are part of our heritage take a dynamic approach to the study of culture and health care



relationships dr marilyn a ray shows us how cultures influence one another through inter cultural relationships
technology globalization and mass communication and how these influences directly shape our cultural identities in today
s world she integrates theory practice and evidence of transcultural caring to show you how to apply transcultural
awareness to your clinical decision making go beyond common stereotypes using a framework that can positively impact
the nurse patient relationship and the decision making process you ll learn how to deliver culturally competent care
through the selection and application of transcultural assessment planning and negotiation tools for interventions

Transcultural Caring Dynamics in Nursing and Health Care

2018-05-16

the art of teaching russian offers russian language practitioners current research pedagogy and specific methodologies for
teaching the russian language and culture in the twenty first century with contributions from the leading professionals in
the field this collection covers the most important aspects of teaching the russian language

The Art of Teaching Russian

2020-12-01

the book investigates how machine translation mt provides opportunities and increases the willingness to communicate in
a foreign language it is informed by a mixed methods methodological approach that analyzes quantitative and qualitative
data of questionnaires and real time instant messages im the book is unique because it contains tables figures and
screenshots of actual real time im exchanges it is innovative in discussing im translation a novel form of mt and
demonstrates how the technology offers english foreign language learners in this case chinese college students
communication opportunities while increasing their willingness to communicate the study provides an interesting insight
into im user profiles clients and usages smartphone screenshots are the locale of the study whose findings have far
reaching implications for students language and translation instructors and curriculum designers

Machine Translation and Foreign Language Learning

2024-01-02

the journal of international students jis an academic interdisciplinary and peer reviewed publication print issn 2162 3104
online issn 2166 3750 publishes scholarly peer reviewed articles on international students in tertiary education secondary
education and other educational settings that make significant contributions to research policy and practice in the
internationalization of higher education ojed org jis

Official Gazette

2010

the usability of graphical modeling languages has not been explicitly considered in past research most usability evaluation
surveys are mainly focusing on applications websites software and technical products usability has not been focused on
within the development of current graphical languages for conceptual modeling consequently the impact of graphical
modeling languages on users as well as the output resulting from their application is not clear dr christian schalles focuses
on an empirical usability evaluation of graphical modeling languages in business process and software modeling



Journal of International Students, 2012 Vol. 2(2)

2012-03-08

within the disciplines of social economic and evolutionary science a proud ignorance can often be found of the other areas
approaches this text provides a novel intellectual basis for breaking this trend certainly human sciences and human
interests aspires to open a broad debate about what scholars in the different human sciences assume imply or explicitly
claim with regard to human interests mikael klintman draws the reader to the core of human sciences how they conceive
human interests as well as how interests embedded within each discipline relate to its claims and recommendations
moreover by comparing theories as well as concrete examples of research on health and environment through the lenses
of social economic and evolutionary sciences klintman outlines an integrative framework for how human interests could
be better analysed across all human sciences this fast paced and modern contribution to the field is a necessary tool for
developing any human scientist s ability to address multidimensional problems within a rapidly changing society avoiding
dogmatic reasoning this interdisciplinary text offers new insights and will be especially relevant to scholars and advanced
students within the aforementioned disciplines as well as those within the fields of social work social policy political
science and other neighbouring disciplines

Journal of International Students 2012 Vol 2 Issue 2

2012-08-23

language is perhaps the most common issue that surfaces in debates over school reform and plays a vital role in virtually
everything we are involved this edited volume explores linguistic apartheid or the disappearance of certain languages
through cultural genocide by dominant european colonizers and american neoconservative groups these groups have
historically imposed hegemonic languages such as english and french on colonized people at the expense of the native
languages of the latter the book traces this form of apartheid from the colonial era to the english only movement in the
united states and proposes alternative ways to counter linguistic apartheid that minority groups and students have faced in
schools and society at large contributors to this volume provide a historical overview of the way many languages labeled
as inferior minority or simply savage have been attacked and pushed to the margins discriminating against and attempting
to silence the voice of those who spoke and continue to speak these languages further they demonstrate the way and the
extent to which such actions have affected the cultural life learning process identity and the subjective and material
conditions of linguistically and historically marginalized groups including students

Usability Evaluation of Modeling Languages

2016-08-05

this new title in the mcgraw hill second language professional series addresses one of the fundamental concepts of current
second language acquisition research input in the context of its relationship with grammar instruction the book introduces
readers to input enhancement techniques that help second language learners pay attention to grammatical form while also
providing them with the input they need for successful second language acquisition the author assumes no prior
knowledge of second language acquisition on the part of her readers and presents current theory and research in an
informal reader friendly style with its clear organization and concise chapters this text is ideal for use in a teaching
methods course or an introductory seminar on second language acquisition either on its own or in conjunction with other
introductory books



Human Sciences and Human Interests

2014-01-10

this is a unique and groundbreaking collection of questions and answers coming from higher education institutions on
diverse fields and across a wide spectrum of countries and cultures it creates routes for further innovation collaboration
amidst the sciences both natural and social and the humanities and the private and the public sectors of society the chapters
speak across socio cultural concerns education welfare and artistic sectors under the common desire for direct responses in
more effective ways by means of interaction across societal structures

Affirming Language Diversity in Schools and Society

2005

this volume includes chapters from educators across the u s who are preparing inservice teachers to work with emergent
bilingual students in classrooms

Input Enhancement

2012-09-19

a focus on the developmental progress of children before the age of eight helps to inform their future successes including
their personality social behavior and intellectual capacity however it is difficult for experts to pinpoint best learning and
parenting practices for young children early childhood development concepts methodologies tools and applications is an
innovative reference source for the latest research on the cognitive socio emotional physical and linguistic development of
children in settings such as homes community based centers health facilities and school highlighting a range of topics such
as cognitive development parental involvement and school readiness this multi volume book is designed for educators
healthcare professionals parents academicians and researchers interested in all aspects of early childhood development

Social Sciences and Cultural Studies

2015-02-04

each career article includes what they do describes typical responsibilities working conditions and more education and
training explains how to prepare for a career and whether or not apprenticeships internships and degree or licensing
requirements are necessary earnings offers general information on average salary ranges and fringe benefits outlook
forecasts the future in terms of the expected rate of growth or decline of job openings and opportunities in the field for
more info a sidebar that lists pertinent organizations and contact information each career profile also contains one or more
additional features that enhance the coverage of each career including black and white photographs sidebars and notes on
interesting topics in the field profiles of famous people in the field words to learn and more

Research on Preparing Inservice Teachers to Work Effectively with Emergent
Bilinguals

2018-12-07



this rigorous yet accessible collection demystifies the principles of intermediality whilst examining its place in 21st
century theatrical practice bringing together chapters and case studies from top thinkers in the field this book clarifies the
key theoretical ideas and practical impacts of intermediality while encouraging students to experiment with it in their
own practical work offering an engaging insight into one of the most dominant trends in contemporary theatre this is
essential reading for students of theatre performance and media studies

Early Childhood Development: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications

2008

over 1 700 total pages contains the following publications visual propaganda and extremism in the online environment
countermobilization unconventional social warfare social media more than just a communications medium how social
media affects the dynamics of protest finding weakness in jihadist propaganda natural language processing of online
propaganda as a means of passively monitoring an adversarial ideology airwaves and microblogs a statistical analysis of al
shabaab s propaganda effectiveness the islamic state s tactics in syria role of social media in shifting a peaceful arab spring
into terrorism tweeting napoleon and friending clausewitz social media and the militarystrategist trolling new media
violent extremist groups recruiting through social media the combatant commander s guide to countering isis s social
media campaign terror social media and extremism the weaponization of social media the command of the trend social
media as a weapon in the information age peaceful protest political regimes and the social media challenge the weaponized
crowd violent dissident irish republicans exploitation of social identity within online communities seizing the digital high
ground military operations and politics in the social media era personality and social influence characteristic affects on ease
of use and peer influence of new media users over time free internet and social media a dual edged sword

Discovering Careers for Your Future

2019-05-01

play provides young children with the opportunity to express their ideas symbolize and test their knowledge of the
world this book offers the theoretical framework for understanding the origins of an early childhood play based
curriculum and how young children learn and understand concepts in a social and physical environment

Intermedial Theatre

2013-03

by examining three case studies of award winning soundtracks from cult films barton fink 1991 bram stoker s dracula
1992 and the english patient 1996 it becomes clear that major american film communities when confronted with the
initial technological changes of the 1990s experienced similar challenges with the inelegant transition from analogue to
digital however their cultural and structural labor differences governed different results vanessa ament author of the
foley grail 2009 rather than defining the 1990s as an era of technological determinism a superficial reading it is best
understood as one in which sound professionals became more viable as artists collaborated in sound design authorship and
influenced this digital transition to better accommodate their needs and desires in their work



Studies Combined: Social Media And Online Visual Propaganda As Political And
Military Tools Of Persuasion

2021-04-22

the lives of students with disabilities need to be told in ways that inform preservice teachers about the work involved to
legally and morally meet the needs of these students hearing the positive and negative experiences of students with
disabilities from elementary through college can inform preservice teachers as well as potentially prevent them from
repeating some of the same mistakes the richness of the personal stories of these students and how their experiences can
shape the future for students like them offers teachable moments for professors and preservice teachers to use in
classrooms advising preservice teachers through narratives from students with disabilities heralds the stories of students
with disabilities as they trace their journey from the pk 12 setting into university and adult life and addresses aspects that
any new teacher must know in order to meet the needs of today s pk 12 classrooms covering topics such as social justice
virtual learning and faculty convenience it is ideal for preservice teachers practicing teachers administrators professors
researchers academicians and students

An Integrated Play-based Curriculum for Young Children

2021-10-22

this thorough treatment of collection development will serve school library educators and students as well as practicing
school librarians providing quick access to information that is both immediately useful and helpful as unforeseen situations
arise our digitally rich world changes quickly and contains more information resources than ever before as a result school
librarians are tasked with the enormous challenge of curating a diverse high quality and up to date collection for teachers
students and administrators to use this new edition of the collection program in schools gives school librarians the tools to
develop and maintain a collection in a constantly changing environment often with reduced budgets and to ensure that
students can use virtual libraries and have access to all modern media and learning resources the book logically progresses
in its coverage of national and state policy concerns to community needs to the process of collection building and
maintenance topics covered include key education trends affecting collections such as digital textbooks and other non print
resources instructional improvement systems stem priorities and open education resources the use of school libraries as
makerspaces media type considerations for a range of users common core state standards and next generation science
standards and the principles of curation acquisition description organization promotion evaluation and maintenance this
guide is ideal for use in many graduate level school librarian preparation courses including classes on school library
collection development and school library management

Divergent Tracks

2016-02-25

this text provides coverage of research and theory relating to social stratification in the us and selected international
societies it adopts general conflict principles as its theoretical orientation and focuses on the development and maintenance
of the structure of inequality this edition has been updated to include data from the 1990 census and features examples
figures and tables a new chapter on race ethnicity and gender focuses on important issues of inequality there are also new
chapters on germany and on japan



Advising Preservice Teachers Through Narratives From Students With
Disabilities

1996

the asia pacific region needs to maximize the benefits of education to enable it to compete in an economic future
dominated by innovation in which assessing student progress must be an empowering rather than delimiting factor this
detailed exposition of the theoretical basis and application tools of self directed learning oriented assessment sloa reflects the
very latest research championed by the assessment research centre at the hong kong institute of education featuring a
range of relevant case studies it explores the varied theoretical issues related to sloa and offers an integrated view of the
system fully in line with the constructivist paradigm of learning which advocates formative rather than summative
assessment many of the initiatives outlined here are firsts in the region sloa is already being applied in many schools with
links to the arc it is an approach to assessment that acknowledges the centrality of self directed learning and which
positions assessment as a tool to enable and enhance self directed learning it draws on several theories of learning and
assessment including the constructivist notion that learning is best achieved when students take ownership of their
educational process setting their own goals and monitoring their own progress towards those goals sloa has been the
research and service approach of the arc since 2005 in the intervening years the centre has developed a number of tools to
facilitate sloa learning and assessment including vertical ability scales teacher friendly computer software and packages for
self directed learning

The Collection Program in Schools

2012-10-09

this book discusses emerging trends in the field of managing knowledge work due to technological innovations the book is
organized in 3 sections the first section entitled managing knowledge projects and networks discusses knowledge
processes and their use reuse or generation in the context of an organization the second section entitled managing
knowledge using social media focuses on factors influencing adoption and usage the role of social media in managing
knowledge and factors that influence employees acceptance and participation the third section brings into discussion new
approaches and technologies for acquiring knowledge the book will be useful to both academics engaged in research in
knowledge management and practitioners who are considering or implementing strategies for managing one of their
most important resources

Social Stratification and Inequality

2015-08-07

this volume assesses the role of religion in cooperation and prosocial behaviour using ethnographic and experimental
methods across eight different field sites the first of two volumes presents results from the first phase of the evolution of
religion and morality erm project using a unique combination of both experimental and ethnographic methods the erm
project addresses pressing questions from the burgeoning cultural evolutionary sciences of religion what is the
relationship between religious beliefs and cooperation when people are committed to punitive knowledgeable and
morally concerned gods are they more inclined to behave prosocially towards others how far does this prosociality extend
do important individual and contextual factors mediate this relationship in addition to an omnibus report this book offers
seven site specific reports that contextualize experimental and ethnographic data collected around the world collecting



data from communities as diverse as the hadza of tanzania villagers from two communities on tanna island vanuatu
residents of marajó brazil fijians from yasawa and lovu tyvans from southern siberia and mauritians this ground breaking
work sets a new standard in the scientific study of religion the evolution of religion and morality volume i will be a key
resource for scholars and researchers of religious studies human evolutionary biology psychology anthropology the
cultural evolution of religion and the sociology of religion this book was originally published as a special issue of religion
brain behavior

Self-directed Learning Oriented Assessments in the Asia-Pacific

2023-12-04

this book stands as the full body of scholarly work on western theories of social sciences the book contents three chapters
the first part gives the overall scenario of theories the second part provides the pathway to research destination the
research method and the third and final part is the destination of the substantive field of study and the roles of
international organizations on social political economic environmental regimes creation as well as to other social and
development functions of international organizations sociology examines the social actors activities in society and social
problems western scholars have developed many social theories which address the underlying causes such as social
conflicts and inequalities and many formal and informal social organizations are involved to minimize the challenges of
inequalities the study of social organizations is a relatively new phenomenon in sociology broadly its historical root can be
traced from greek civilization plato aristotle and it has mostly flourished since the enlightenment era however empirical
studies show that the scientific study of organizations began only from the 19th and 20th century among the scholars of
these centuries the contributions of karl marx ferdinand tönnies Émile durkheim ludwig gumplovicz vilfredo pareto max
weber and talcott parsons are considered as pillars of sociology this book intends to answer the broad and major questions of
theories methods and the international organization studies in social sciences particularly in sociology and to provide the
basic concepts of social theories application of methods in research qualitative and elaborate the factual reality why study of
international organization is also subject of sociological study the book presents the perspectives of organizational sociology
in way that scholarly readers can see the linkages political sciences sociology and slightly economic in addressing the roles
and issues of the international organizations

Innovations in Knowledge Management

2023-04-13

this double volume presents a collection of 23 papers on how institutions matter to socio economic life the effort was
seeded by the 2015 alberta institutions conference which brought together 108 participants from 14 countries and 51
different institutions

The Evolution of Religion and Morality

2016-12-21

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the first international conference on human factors in computing and
informatics southchi 2013 held in maribor slovenia in july 2013 southchi is the successor of the usab conference series and
promotes all aspects of human computer interaction the 38 revised full papers presented together with 12 short papers 4
posters and 3 doctoral thesis papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 169 submissions the papers are organized



in the following topical sections measurement and usability evaluation usability evaluation medical environments
accessibility methodologies game based methodologies based systems and attribution research virtual environments design
culture for ageing well designing for situated elderliness input devices adaptive systems and intelligent agents and
assessing the state of hci research and practice in south eastern europe

Perspectives on Sociological Theories, Methodological Debates and Organizational
Sociology

2013-06-26

religion and science are arguably the two most powerful social forces in the world today but where religion and science
were once held to be compatible many people now perceive them to be in conflict this unique book provides the best
available introduction to the burning debates in this controversial field examining the defining questions and controversies
renowned expert philip clayton presents the arguments from both sides asking readers to decide for themselves where
they stand science or religion or science and religion history and philosophy of science the role of scientific and religious
ethics modifying genes extending life and experimenting with human subjects religion and the environmental crisis the
future of science vs the future of religion thoroughly updated throughout this second edition explores religious traditions
from around the world and provides insights from across the sciences making this book essential reading for all those
wishing to come to their own understanding of some of the most important debates of our day

How Institutions Matter!

2018-09-28

from the moment we wake until the time we go to sleep we are bombarded by the benefits of science in the practical
elements of everyday life electricity lights hot showers breakfast cereals clothing cars cell phones roads security systems
computers communications traffic lights climate control and entertainment are just a sampling of the many benefits of
science in addition to technological advances medicine and agriculture progress with science as well even educational
political and marketing strategists invoke science to substantiate their claims science dominates the collective western
mindset and we regard it with the utmost respect yet society remains generally religious even though science and
religion are frequently thought of as being at odds with one another how do we reconcile the two christians are taught to
believe that god is in control of everything including the natural elements but how does god relate to physical laws is god
in control of the world or laws of nature could both views be correct this book examines the christian doctrine of divine
providence and its implications for the laws of nature and the problem of induction before contrasting secular and islamic
approaches to these same topics

Human Factors in Computing and Informatics

2019-04-17

this book draws on critical race theories and teachers testimonials grounded in 20 years of teaching experiences to reveal
the ways in which racial and cultural biases are embedded in school curricula and both their intended and unintended
consequences on the learning and well being of students of color more specifically this book examines how these biases
have played a significant role in the mis education misrepresentation and marginalization of african american native
american latino and asian students but the analysis doesn t stop there the author goes beyond the school walls to



underscore how systemic racism paired with colonialism has impacted the lives of racially marginalized groups in both
the united states and developing countries this book uncovers these injustices and proposes alternative ways in which
racism can be unschooled

Religion and Science: The Basics

2020-11-06

diversity in the workforce can be attributed to both a popular cultural shift and legislative intervention despite these
forces discrimination endures in all aspects of western society from education to employment unequal pay and
opportunities for promotion are symptoms of a systematic discrimination of individuals based on race and gender the
handbook of research on race gender and the fight for equality provides a critical look at race gender and modern day
discrimination focusing on workplace and educational dynamics the research found within this book addresses equal
opportunity and diversity requirements from a myriad of perspectives this book is an essential reference source for
professionals and researchers working in equality as well as managers and those in leadership roles

The World in His Hands

2016-03-31

today gender inequality and diversity are at the forefront of discussion as the issue has become an international concern
for politicians government agencies social activists and the general public consequently the need to foster and sustain
diversity and inclusiveness in the interactions among various groups of people is relevant today more than ever gender
and diversity concepts methodologies tools and applications provides a critical look at gender and modern day
discrimination and solutions to creating sustainable diversity across numerous contexts and fields highlighting a range of
topics such as anti discrimination measures workforce diversity and gender inequality this multi volume book is designed
for legislators and policy makers practitioners academicians gender studies researchers and graduate level students
interested in all aspects of gender and diversity studies

Unschooling Racism

2018-08-03

young adult literature holds an exceptional place in modern american popular culture accessible to readers of all levels it
captures a diverse audience and tends to adapt to the big screen in an exciting way with its wide readership yal sparks
interesting discussions inside and outside of the classroom this collection of new essays examines how yal has impacted
college composition courses primarily focusing on the first year contributors discuss popular ya stories their educational
potential and possibilities for classroom discussion and exercise

Handbook of Research on Race, Gender, and the Fight for Equality

2018-08-13

this book is an introduction to jobs in sports fitness and medicine including team physicians athletic trainers physical
therapists sports psychologists and strength and conditioning coaches



Gender and Diversity: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications

2012-07-15

how can you reconcile your desire for impact with the need to respect others how can you influence solutions that
benefit everyone and not just yourself why do you think that you are always right how do you ensure that your
proposals are accepted what are the things you can influence in yourself and others and what are the things you can t
impact will help you to explore these matters and then show you how to take effective action it combines solid scientific
research with recognizable everyday situations this surprising and fascinating book will be useful for anyone who needs
to have impact for managers who need to create a consensus for their ideas for parents who want to groom their children
for success in life for teachers who want to get the very best out of their pupils and for care workers who would like to
have their advice followed

Young Adult Literature in the Composition Classroom

2012-04-11

david sloan wilson one of the world s leading evolutionists addresses a question that has puzzled philosophers psychologists
and evolutionary biologists for centuries does altruism exist naturally among the earth s creatures the key to
understanding the existence of altruism wilson argues is by understanding the role it plays in the social organization of
groups groups that function like organisms indubitably exist and organisms evolved from groups evolutionists largely
agree on how functionally organized groups evolve ending decades of controversy but the resolution casts altruism in a
new light altruism exists but shouldn t necessarily occupy center stage in our understanding of social behavior after
laying a general theoretical foundation wilson surveys altruism and group level functional organization in our own
species in religion in economics and in the rest of everyday life he shows that altruism is not categorically good and can
have pathological consequences finally he shows how a social theory that goes beyond altruism by focusing on group
function can help to improve the human condition in a practical sense does altruism exist puts old controversies to rest and
will become the center of debate for decades to come

Dream Jobs in Sports Fitness and Medicine

2015-03-01

Impact

Does Altruism Exist?
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